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Basics of Biblical Hebrew Zondervan Academic
Biblical Hebrew Vocabulary in Context by Miles V. Van Pelt and Gary D.
Pratico is a biblical Hebrew language resource designed to reinforce a
student's basic vocabulary by reading words that occur fifty times or more in
the context of the Hebrew Bible. All 642 of these Hebrew words have been
collated into 195 key biblical verses and/or verse fragments to help students
practice and retain their Hebrew vocabulary. In lieu of rote memorization,
Biblical Hebrew Vocabulary in Context reinforces essential vocabulary by

reading words in the context of the Hebrew Bible. The book includes two
primary sections. The first section provides room for students to write their
own glosses of the biblical verse and to parse as they feel necessary. An
English translation is also provided and any term that appears less than fifty
times is glossed. Proper names are identified with gray text. The second
section of the book provides the same biblical verses from the first section but
with minimal room to write glosses and parse and without an English
translation for aid. The end of the book includes a Hebrew-English lexicon of
all the words occurring fifty times or more in the Hebrew Bible.
English Grammar to Ace Biblical Hebrew Zondervan Language
Basics
This workbook is designed to accompany the Basics of Biblical
Hebrew Grammar, creating a complete course for learning biblical
Hebrew. Basics of Biblical Hebrew takes the groundbreaking
integrative approach of William Mounce’s widely used Basics of
Biblical Greek and applies it to learning and teaching biblical Hebrew.
This book makes learning Hebrew a natural process and shows from
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the very beginning how understanding Hebrew helps in understanding
the Old Testament.Features of Basics of Biblical Hebrew Combines
the best of inductive and deductive approaches. Field-tested at a
number of colleges and seminaries. Uses actual examples from the
Hebrew Old Testament rather than “made-up” illustrations.
Emphasizes the structural pattern of the Hebrew language rather than
rote memorization, resulting in a simple, enjoyable, and effective
learning process. Typestyle highlights particles added to nouns and
verbs for easy recognition of new forms. Includes a CD-ROM featuring
the full answer key to the accompanying workbook; and full-color,
printable charts and diagnostics. Includes Acrobat Reader. (Windows
95, 98, 2000, ME, NT4 and MacOS 8.1 or later.) With an Internet
connection, you can also access additional resources including
FlashWorks(TM), a fun and effective vocabulary-drilling program from
Teknia Language Tools. Section of appendices and study aids is
clearly marked for fast reference.
Biblical Hebrew Vocabulary in Context
Hendrickson Publishers
Charts of Biblical Hebrew provides students of
biblical Hebrew with a unique, highly visual
study aid for learning the language. This
innovative language resource contains 130 of
the most vital Hebrew-learning charts in order
to accomplish two things: To simplify
grammatical presentation as much as possible.
To present the basics of biblical Hebrew as
thoroughly as possible. Featuring two color
design, Charts of Biblical Hebrew is cross-
referenced to Pratico and Van Pelt's Basics of
Biblical Hebrew and may be used with other
first-year biblical Hebrew textbooks as well.

The charts are also an ideal means of review for
advanced students. ZondervanCharts are ready
references for those who need the essential
information at their fingertips. Accessible and
highly useful, the books in this library offer
clear organization and thorough summaries of
issues, subjects, and topics that are key for
Christian students and learners. The visuals and
captions will cater to any teaching methodology,
style, or program.
Biblical Hebrew Workbook Harper Collins
Basics of Biblical Hebrew Video Lectures provides 36 easy-to-follow lessons
introducing the grammar and language of the Hebrew Bible. Integrated for use
with today's bestselling Hebrew text, it is an ideal resource for traditional
students in need of additional instruction; for professors, who can now utilize
precious classroom time for discussion and exercises--and have students watch
lectures at home; and for self learners and homeschoolers with an interest in
learning Hebrew on their own. Each lesson is approximately half an hour and is
taught by experienced teacher Miles V. Van Pelt using a logical and simple
method of learning biblical Hebrew, an approach he's refined over more than 20
years of studying and instructing students in biblical languages. Focused on the
structural pattern of biblical Hebrew instead of tedious memorization, each
video session will give students in formal language classes and self-learners alike
the basic understanding they need to begin studying the Hebrew Scriptures.

A Workbook for Intermediate Hebrew Zondervan
A Modern Grammar for Biblical Hebrew is a complete revision of
Duane Garrett’s respected 2002 release originally entitled A
Modern Grammar for Classical Hebrew. In addition to the
revisions and contributions from new coauthor Jason DeRouchie,
the book now includes the answer key for an all-new companion
workbook and an updated vocabulary list for second year Hebrew
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courses.
Basics of Biblical Hebrew Grammar Zondervan Language Basics
Series
This textbook will teach students who have completed an introductory
course in Hebrew how to read and interpret biblical texts from the Old
Testament/Hebrew Bible. It can be used in intermediate-level
university or seminary classes or by students working alone. The book
presents texts drawn from the complete range of biblical literature,
exposing the student to all the major styles of Hebrew found in the
Bible. It also provides extensive explanations of the chosen texts,
focusing on structure, genre, literary devices, and accents. There are
assignments for classroom use, and space is available for student
responses. The book includes topics for further thought and
suggestions for further reading on specific issues.
Learning Biblical Hebrew Workbook University Press of America
Designed to engage the Hebrew text and reinforce patterns and
principles of Hebrew grammar and syntax, this resource expertly
guides intermediate Hebrew students. Answers to all questions are
provided, and both a useful parsing guide and glossary are also
included.
Beginning Biblical Hebrew Chalice Press
The Vocabulary Guide to Biblical Hebrew and Aramaic by Gary
D. Pratico and Miles V. Van Pelt is intended to accompany Basics
of Biblical Hebrew Grammar. For the beginning student it is an
essential resource companion to aid in vocabulary memorization
and acquisition. Updates in this second edition include the
addition of a complete Aramaic word list and refinement of
definitions. Features include: Hebrew words occurring ten times
or more in the Old Testament arranged by frequency Hebrew

words arranged by common root All Aramaic words occurring in
the Old Testament arranged by frequency Helpful appendices
including lists of Hebrew homonyms, nominals, and verbs.
Learn Biblical Hebrew Pack 2. 0 Harper Collins
This innovative textbook by two leading experts in Biblical Hebrew
combines the best of traditional grammars, new insights into Hebrew
linguistics, and a creative pedagogical approach. The material has been field
tested and refined for more than a decade by the authors, who are actively
engaged in Biblical Hebrew discussions and research. The book includes
fifty brief grammar lessons with accompanying workbook-style exercises,
appendixes providing more detailed explanations, and a full-color
reader--bound at the back of the book for right-to-left reading--that
incorporates comics, line drawings, and numerous exercises, all in Hebrew.
This work offers a realistic approach to beginning Hebrew, helping students
comprehend texts without overloading them with too much information, and
it can be adapted to either one-semester or full-year courses. An
accompanying website through Baker Academic's Textbook eSources offers
helpful resources for students and professors. Resources for students include
flash cards and audio files. Resources for professors include sample quizzes,
sample exams, sample lesson plans, vocabulary cards, and a full-color
printed instructor's manual.

The Vocabulary Guide to Biblical Hebrew and Aramaic
Crossway
A comprehensive introductory workbook for students of Biblical
Hebrew at colleges, seminaries and universities.
Biblical Hebrew Workbook Zondervan
The Access Card for Basics of Biblical Hebrew Interactive Workbook
provides users with entry into a collaborative workbook tool for
instructors and students, designed for use on the Blackboard Learn™
platform. The workbook is integrated for use with Gary D. Pratico and
Miles V. Van Pelt's Basics of Biblical Hebrew Grammar, Basics of
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Biblical Hebrew Video Lectures (36 lessons), and Biblical Hebrew
Laminated Sheet, all available separately.
Basics of Biblical Aramaic Zondervan Academic
Perhaps no one else has ever faced as much hardship, opposition, or
relentless suffering as the apostle Paul. And yet, through it all, Paul
stood firm in Christ and remained faithful—to the very end. The power
of Paul’s example has captivated veteran pastor John MacArthur for
years, and here he outlines nine unwavering convictions that
contributed to this remarkable perseverance. In an age when pastoral
failure and burnout are increasingly common, this book is a call to
endurance in ministry, encouraging pastors to stand strong in their role
and not lose heart, regardless of what God sends their way.
Basics of Biblical Greek Workbook Baker Academic
The Basics of Hebrew Discourse: A Guide to Working with
Hebrew Prose and Poetry by Miles V. Van Pelt, Matthew H.
Patton, and Frederic Clarke Putnam is a syntax resource for
intermediate Hebrew students that introduces them to the
principles and exegetical benefits of discourse analysis when
applied to biblical Hebrew prose and poetry.
Biblical Hebrew Kregel Academic
This revised edition of the best-selling Biblical Hebrew is thoroughly
updated and augmented for a new generation of students. Designed for
use in a two-semester course, the book's fifty-five lessons are
constructed around Biblical verses or segments and arranged in order
of increasing complexity. At the successful completion of the course,
students will be well equipped to tackle prose passages on their own.
Biblical Hebrew ispart of a comprehensive learning program that
includes a 3-CD audio program and a companion volume, the
Supplement for Enhanced Comprehension (both sold separately).

TheCDs present the alphabet, vowels, readings and cantillations of
biblical passages, songs to assist with memorizing grammar concepts,
selections from Psalms performed in a variety of musical styles, and all
the vocabulary words from English to Hebrew. The Supplement
offersreinforcement and review exercises along with more detailed and
deeper discussion of topics treated briefly in the textbook. This
combined text and workbook features: * Readings of extended Biblical
texts Annotations to assist with difficult passages * Notes on literary
style, text criticism, and issues of translation * Emphasis on analyzing
forms, learning to use an academic dictionary, memorizing paradigms
and vocabulary * Vocabulary lists * Extensive glossary * Verb and
preposition charts * Song lyrics * On-line answer key
A Concise Hebrew and Aramaic Lexicon of the Old Testament
Zondervan
Based on the First, Second, and Third Editions of the Koehler-
Baumgartner Lexicon in Veteris Testamenti Libros, this
abridgment--which eliminates bibliographical references and technical
information intended for specialists and judiciously trims biblical
citations--provides everything the student needs to translate an Old
Testament passage.
Basics of Biblical Hebrew Video Lectures Invitation to Theological
Stud
This easy-to-understand book includes everything you need to learn
Biblical Aramaic, including a lexicon of Biblical Aramaic, the
complete annotated text of all 269 Bible verses written in Aramaic, and
chapter exercises with an answer answer key.
Biblical Hebrew Cambridge University Press
Features of Basics of Biblical Hebrew Grammar, Second Edition
text: * Combines the best of inductive and deductive approaches *
Uses actual examples from the Hebrew Old Testament rather than
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'made-up' illustrations * Emphasizes the structural pattern of the
Hebrew language rather than rote memorization, resulting in a
simple, enjoyable, and effective learning process * Colored text
highlights particles added to nouns and verbs, allowing easy
recognition of new forms * Chapters Two (Hebrew Vowels), Nine
(Pronominal Suffixes), Seventeen (Waw Consecutive), Eighteen
(Imperative, Cohortative, and Jussive), and Twenty-Three (Issues
of Sentence Syntax) are revised and expanded * Section of
appendices and study aids is clearly marked for fast reference *
Larger font and text size make reading easier * Updated author
website with additional Hebrew language resources and product
information (www.basicsofbiblicalhebrew.com) Features of
updated CD-ROM: * Full answer key to the accompanying
workbook (compatible with Windows and Macintosh) * Scripture
indexes to both the grammar and the workbook * FlashWorksTM,
a fun and effective vocabulary-drilling program from Teknia
Language Tools * Links to additional resources accessible with
internet connection
Charts of Biblical Hebrew Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing
A noted authority on biblical Hebrew grammar uses the best of
both deductive and inductive approaches with a view toward
aiding exegesis.
Basics of Biblical Hebrew Grammar Lexham Press
In an easy-to-use workbook format, students learn tools for understanding
the structure of Hebrew phonology and morphology, nouns, pronouns,
adjectives, verbs, and syntax, and gain a reading knowledge of the Hebrew
Bible that will last beyond seminary. Spiral Bound. REVISED EDITION

Basics of Biblical Hebrew E-learning Bundle Zondervan
Academic

This work is a simplified introductory grammar of Biblical Hebrew
based on the inductive study of selected chapters from the Hebrew
Bible: Genesis 22, Genesis 12, Deuteronomy 5, Joshua 24, II
Samuel 11-12, Genesis 1, Jeremiah 1, and Psalm 51.
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